Year 2
Tuesday 2nd March 2021
Morning Message

Good Morning Year 2!
We hope you are ready for another learning day.
Remember to attend your class briefings on teams.
Your morning briefing is at 9am and your afternoon briefing is at 2.30pm.
We are really looking forward to seeing you online.
If you don’t have a link, ask your adult to email info@arkfranklinprimary.org.
Writing
Today we are writing about the rainbow unicorn’s physical appearance. To make our point more
effective we will use the power of three! Watch the lesson here.
The steps are:
1) Subheading
2) Describe the body.
3) Describe special features.
Reading

We are finishing our lessons on Toto and The Ninja Cat, watch
the lesson here and find the task sheet here.
Mathematics

In maths, Mr Wernick will be teaching you how to make amounts using the fewest coins.
Please watch Mr Wernick’s video here and then complete the task sheet here.
Coins are notes for cutting are here :)
Tip: To use the fewest coins, use the greatest value coin under the amount you are
trying to make 😊
If making 51p, use a 50p first.
If making 29p, use a 20p first
There are additional challenge questions here

Geography

Lesson 2 – Identify and Locate Hot and Cold Areas in the World
Today, you will be learning about how the distance from the equator affects the climate
of a place. You will be learning where the North and South Poles are located.
Here you can find the core task sheet and for a slightly more challenging version of the
task sheet click here.
Watch the video here.
Question of the day

Is there anyone you would like to say thank you to today? Why?

Weekly Spellings and Handwriting
This week we are learning high frequency words for our non-chronological reports. They are
simpler but there are more of them. Find the spelling task sheet here 😊

plant, move, sugar, half, eye, every, many, prove, wild, because, where, come, past,
even
Practice today by doing rainbow writing!

Have a go at today’s handwriting sheet, link here.

